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The Roots
I

n 1952 Rohan Lal Chaturvedi

[1919-1981] founded the
Sarvoday Ashram in Etah, Uttar
Pradesh as a society with the
avowed aim of institutionalizing
a movement that he believed
needed organized care, nurture and
impetus. Twelve people signed up
then for what is, today, inarguably,
among India‟s foremost village
industries.
Inspired by Gandhi and, later,
Vinoba Bhave‟s Bhoodan movement,
Rohan Lal Chaturvedi was
one of the first few to give up his
feudal landholding and lifestyle
to pursue his vocation – setting up
a people-powered organization
that could not only generate
employment but also carry on the

legacy of the freedom movement into
modern India.
The Sarvoday Ashram‟s
concentration on khadi was not by
chance but by design: it was the
realization that generating
employment for the masses was
primary; that this had to be done in
a way that not only (merely)
generated income for people but
would also empower them. Thus,
the focus on Khadi: the handspun,
handwoven and handcrafted cloth.
Today, what is known as khadi the
fabric, was symbolic of a
renaissance during the 1940s.
Lal Bahadur Shastri, Vinoba Bhave,
Govind Ballabh Pant, Sucheta Kriplani,
Rafi Ahmed Kidwai, Krishna Menon

and a host of others witnessed,
admired and encouraged Rohan Lal
Chaturvedi , the zamindar turne d
social activist, to not only pursue
khadi but they also contributed b y
associating themselves with the
Sarvoday Ashram in many ways, the
most obvious one as trustee mem bers
of the Sarvoday Ashram Trust.
Picking up the thread from his
father, Manoj Chaturvedi, Rohan Lal
Chaturvedi‟s son, decided to lead
Sarvoday Ashram from the fro nt.
As the Chairman of the Sarvoday
Ashram, he consolidated the
movement into a more cohesive,
systematized form, creating a rob ust
structure in anticipation of a mor e
„professional‟ future.

I see the
Sarvoday Ashram
not as a charitable
institution but a
dynamic, powerful,
grassroots organization
that powers India
to achieve the
greatness it truly
is capable of
and deserves.”
ROH

AN LAL CHATURVEDI [1919-1981].
FOUNDER.
SARVODAY ASHRAM, ETAH.

Sarvoday Ashram

s

pread across almost 250 kilometres

of contiguous territory in the heart
of Uttar Pradesh, the Sarvoday Ashram,
Etah has a network of almost 4,000
spinners, weavers and other crafts- people
whose work it is to produce khadi.

relationship that is mutually rewarding
and exhibits telling solidarity.


Over the past few decades, the
Sarvoday Ashram has:


The Ashram relies upon a highly
sophisticated system that involves
identifying pockets of possible
recruitment, training, granting
employment, collecting material at
various stages of production and
fulfilling orders from customers. It is
so much a people‟s effort that it is
virtually impossible to conceive of
anything that can rival it.







Besides its work in Etah, its headquarters,
the Sarvoday Ashram seeks the assistance
of sister organizations nationwide in a



Created 70,000 sq ft of comfortable working sheds within its
campus at Etah to spur per capita
production and thereby increase
artisan wages;
Replaced traditional spinning
wheels (wooden) with New Model
Charkha (NMC) spinning wheels
to the benefit of spinners;
Instituted a laboratory to monitor
production quality;
Modernized looms to increase
productivity;
Installed software to integrate rural
/semi-urban working force committed





to production, sales, marketing and
administrative process;
Initiated e-trading;
Assisted artisans to open bank
accounts and mandatorily insured
them, and
Given out 120 grants to artisans
(below poverty line) construct
works sheds; this will be ramped
up to 500 by year-end.

Today, the Sarvoday Ashram breathes
easy as the winds that blow across its
campus and several villages bring in
news of rich rewards: one of India‟s
largest and integrated khadi producer, a
leading socially responsible institution,
successful torch-bearer of a rich legacy,
a proud earner of immensely valuable
carbon credits in global markets and an
achiever in sustainable development.

The struggle

to sustain khadi
has resulted
in a quiet
movement
that has gone,
virtually,
unnoticed

for decades.”
MANOJ CHATURVEDI.
CHAIRMAN.
SARVODAY ASHRAM, ETAH.

The Vision
I

n the new millennium, the

demands of the present, Manoj

emphasizes the uniqueness
of the brand and offers a line of

emblematic significance of
khadi is barely remembered if not

Chaturvedi and his core team of

forgotten altogether; khadi as a

catapulting khadi into popular

metaphor of a revolution that

mainstream by launching a

empowered the emancipation of a

commercial and fashion face of

people from foreign yoke has been

the fabric with the belief: “In

replaced by its perception as a

contrast to a personality-led brand,

We welcome you to participate

mere fabric for the masses and its

this is an organization-led brand

in our endeavour and help create

role in the contemporary fashion

that willusher in a fashionable

a better world that relies

will usher in a

world remains iffy. With these

avatar of khadi.”

increasingly on healthy,

fashionable

professionals sees opportunity in

ready-to-wear apparel that
combines the rustic elegance of

Khadi with trendy, contemporary
designs.

challenges, the time to redefine

Ekm tra is the latest initiative of

the purchase of which supports

khadi is necessary and imminent.

the Sarvoday Ashram; it is its

and sustains the under-privileged

fashion and commercial arm.

thereby creating a model for

Ekm tra‟s positioning – Handspun.
Handwoven. Handcrafted –

organic, home-grown, and
sustainable economic prosperity.

In forging the core thought behind
Sarvoday Ashram with the

a personality-led
brand, this is an
organization-led

environment-friendly clothing,

issues - especially the last one - as

In contrast to

brand that

avatar of khadi.”
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The Fabric
T

he versatility and goodness

handwoven, retains the ability to

Khadi, therefore, is increasingly

of handmade fabric over

„breathe‟ - it is porous loose, and

relevant today as we move

bonds with relaxed ease. The fabric

toward a more natural and

does not cloy to the skin, nor does it

environment-friendly way of life.

act as a greenhouse for the body,

More people now understand

If the skin breathes, so should

trapping it, as if in a suffocating

clothing as second skin rather

the fabric. A healthy lifestyle

vice; it keeps the wearer warm in

than as embellishment and more

demands that whatever we wear

winters and cool in summers.

people want fashion

manmade fabric is well established.
Khadi is the fabric of the new age.

should allow free passage of air

For more information:

to follow fabric.

B-59, Sector 65, Noida,

in order to act as natural

Few are aware that khadi can be

conditioning for the skin.

weaved to an astonishing 500 thread

It is in this context that Ekm tra

Machinemade fabric does not

count! So, the fabric expresses itself

is uniquely poised to deliver

qualify as it is weaved too tight

along a wide span – from rugs

fashion and fabric in a way that has

and therefore does not allow

and blankets to fine, ultra-thin,

rarely been done before.

natural ventilation for the wearer.
Khadi, because it is handspun and

„negligee‟ quality… if you have the
imagination, khadi will deliver.

Ekmatra is a revolution reinvented.

District Gautam Budh Nagar,
Uttar Pradesh 201 301, INDIA.
+91 120 435 1926/240 6660.
support@ekmatra.com
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The Store
SHOWROOM ADDRESS:
40-42 Pearey Lal Bldg,
Next to Café Coffee day
Tolstoy Marg, Janpath,
New Delhi 110 001.
T + 91 11 23715256

Behind La Plage
Restaurant, Ashvem,
Mandrem, Perenem,
Goa 403512
SARVODAY ASHRAM

54-55, Meharchand Market,
New Delhi - 110003 .
T + 91 11 49050657

Janaki, 30 Romain
Rolland Street,
Pondicherry 605001
T + 91 413 2227667

Administrative Office
B-59 Sector Noida UP 201301
T +91 120 4351926

